
 
 
 
 
 

Centre for Reproduction Research Seminar Series 
 

You are warmly invited to join the Centre for Reproduction Research for our next seminar: 
 

Wednesday 25th April 12:00 – 1:30  
Edith Murphy House room 2.10, De Montfort University, Leicester 

 
Linda Layne, Visiting Scholar at the Reproductive Sociology Research Group, 

University of Cambridge 
 

‘What Kind of a Family Do We Want to Be?’: One American Single Mother by Choice 
Family as a Case Study of Neo-Liberal Self-Regulation and the Cultivation of 

Entrepreneurial Subjects 
 
As places are limited, please email CRR@dmu.ac.uk if you wish to attend to secure your 
place. 
   
Abstract 
 
Drawing on my on-going, in-depth case study of one American Single Mother by Choice 
(SMCs), I place the emergence of SMCs within the context of neoliberalism which has 
fostered “bioeconomies” including commercial sperm banks; an ideology of individual risk 
management in all things including matters of the heart; and the application of business 
models to family organization.   I explore this mode of family making as mode for 
constructing neo-liberal subjects and understanding the family as a form of “enterprise.”  I 
focus on the structures and institutional practices, “sanctions, incentives, and 
commitments,” Carmen has put in place to cultivate entrepreneurial subjectivity in herself 
and her children (Dardot and Laval 2014). Inspired by a blog that applies science to everyday 
life, Carmen and her three young children conceived with purchased sperm hold weekly 
family meetings at which they evaluate how successful they have been in actualizing their 
goals with regards to health, education, kindness, and self-discipline.  Individuals have been 
the focus of most scholarship on this topic. In this case, the focus is on a collective--a family 
that has chosen to model itself on successful business organizations.  
 
 
Speaker biography   
 
Linda L. Layne is a Visiting Scholar with the Reproductive Sociology Group at the University 
of Cambridge. In 2017-18 she is lecturing on feminist social theory for the Sociology faculty 
and supervising the undergraduate students in Social Anthropology at Girton College.   
 



Educated at University of Southern California, Cambridge University, and Princeton, her first 
book was on tribal and national identities in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (Princeton 
University Press 1994).  
 
In her second book, Motherhood Lost: A Feminist Account of Pregnancy Loss in America 
(Routledge 2003), she explored how reproductive technologies had changed the experience 
of pregnancy and pregnancy loss. She developed a women’s health approach to child-
bearing loss through an 11-part, award-winning television series.  
  
She is editor or coeditor of nine books or special issues including two early volumes on 
anthropology and STS, two prize-winning volumes on reproduction, and a volume on 
Feminist Technology. Her work has addressed neonatal intensive care units, sonograms, 
home pregnancy tests and menstrual suppressing birth control pills.  
 
She is currently editing a collection of essays by anthropologists and historians on 
selfishness and selflessness (Berghahn Press); working on an in-depth case study of one 
heterosexual American Single Mother by Choice that explores neoliberal cultures of 
parenting; and on a comparative study of single mothers by choice, two-mom families, two-
dad families, and families that have suffered a pregnancy loss. 

 
Please note details of forthcoming seminars hosted by the Centre for Reproduction 
Research over 2017-18:  
  

 Wednesday 16 May 2018 12:00-1:30 
Joyce Harper, University College London 
 

 Wednesday 13 June 2018 12:00-1:30 
Christa Craven, College of Wooster 

 


